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> Webinar will commence at 3:00 pm ET. Due to size of audience, participants are muted for audio.
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Thank You for Participating
This is a new area of focus for NYSERDA, and we are being very
contemplative so as to ensure the effectiveness of the solicitation.
NYSERDA is a trusted steward of the public funds, and our intention is
to establish an easy-to-use solicitation while serving the best interests
of the ratepayers from whom the funds originate.
We appreciate any feedback you can offer.

AGENDA
1. Suggested Definition of “Community Heat Pump Systems”
2. Policy Rationale for the Solicitation
3. Solicitation Format:
• Categories, Funds, Eligible Beneficiaries (end-user customers)
• Competitive Selection Procedures
• Timeline
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• Milestone-based Disbursement of Funds
• Deliverables
• Limitations
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6. Q & A
7. Remarks by NY Green Bank

Suggested Definition
of Community Heat
Pump Systems

What is a Thermal Community?

Defining Feature = Shared Infrastructure at Scale
(Connectivity via a Network of Piping)
> Can span a range of sizes, for example:

• Small: Ten (10) single-family houses clustered on a street
• Medium: A campus (college, medical, office, multifamily complex, etc)
• Large: Multi-block downtown core (Main Street)

> Can consist of buildings all owned by a single entity, or having unrelated owners
> Can be new construction, or retrofit of existing facilities
> Can be owned/operated by a private entity, a utility, a public entity, a public-private
partnership, etc
> Can be a centralized heat pump with a network of pipes to distribute hot water (4G), or a
network of pipes with ambient-temperature water supporting small heat pumps in
numerous buildings (5G)
> Proposed Eligibility Criteria in the draft Solicitation:

• serving at least two (2) large buildings (the two buildings summing to at least 40,000 square feet
of conditioned space to be heated by the community-style heat pump system), or
• serving the conditioned space of at least ten (10) buildings of any size to be heated by the
community-style heat pump system

Examples: 4th Generation (fluid at 150°F) and 5th
Generation (fluid at 60°F)
Centralized large Heat Pump

Distributed small Heat Pumps

Image Credit: Ball State University

https://www.districtenergy.org/HigherLogic/System/DownloadDocumentFile.ashx?
DocumentFileKey=a9e597fa-c6ee-1f8f-a9fc-8ab2eebe937b&forceDialog=1

http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?
DocRefId={2511B9E5-F94E-451E-BD27-BB9535BEA596}

Can be Ground-source, or Water-source, or Airsource, or Multi-source, etc.

https://www.districtenergy.org/viewdocument/centralized-renewable-energy-system

Policy Rationale for the

Solicitation

Thorough Migration to Heat Pumps
Pathways Analysis

https://climate.ny.gov/Meetings-and-Materials

Thorough Migration to Heat Pumps
> Presuming everyone will pivot to Heat Pumps, the question is how
to achieve at minimum cost
• When is Community configuration lower cost than Individual
Building configuration (are there highly-replicable use cases)?
• Comparison should not just be Community Heat Pump Systems
-versus- Status Quo

Funding
> NYS Clean Heat Statewide Heat Pump Program Implementation Plan (case
18-M-0084) provides allocations of two significant budgets:
• $454 million to be administered by the investor-owned electric utilities via
customer-focused incentive programs for deployment of heat pump systems
designed and used for heating
• $230 million to be administered by NYSERDA for a portfolio of market
development initiatives (of which, $15 million allocated for Community Heat
Pump Systems)
> Regarding Community Heat Pump Systems, the phrase “market development”
means pilot projects to gain insights specific to pricing, business models, and
regulatory aspects particular to the various marketplaces throughout New York
State, and sharing the information broadly across stakeholders so collectively
we can all identify and do our part to reduce hurdles and grow the market

Load Diversity -- Example: Arts/Music Cluster
at Skidmore College

Shared with permission of Skidmore College and Earth Sensitive Solutions, LLC

Example -- if the Resource is not Immediately
Adjacent to the Load
Modeling of public parks throughout NYC

Shared with permission of Christian Bjorholm Mandrup

Treated Sewage is a significant Community
Source/Sink in Europe
Sweden’s water-source resources would otherwise require approx 100,000 Skidmore-size boreholes

Total Cumulatively Installed:

https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S1364032117307839?token=C3886B38AF89A59E0E8575
19C345E10F68075C170034112BDE5294E2549DE54479D0598300AADB4A07462AD38E5D7EBC

This one plant in Finland would otherwise require approx 10,000 Skidmore-size boreholes

-- Helsinki Finland

https://www.helen.fi/en/company/energy/energy-production/power-plants/katrivala-heating-and-cooling-plant

Abundance of Pumped Groundwater in NYC
https://www.6sqft.com/new-york-citys-subway-system-has-a-water-problem-a-13-million-gallon-one/

… about 13 million gallons of water, or
more depending on the rainfall, that gets
pumped out from underground on a
nearly daily basis.
According to the MTA, its drainage
system can pump out 1.5 inches of rain
per hour and includes 289 sump pump
rooms along the tracks that move any
excess water into the sewer system.

Factors that might favor the Community
Configuration
> Footprint Constraints/Distant Resource
• Treated Sewage, Public Parks, Pumped Groundwater
> Meaningful Load Diversity
• CAPEX savings at downsizing of equipment, OPEX savings at shaving of
peak electric demand
> Leverage other Concurrent Construction Activities
• Excavate a trench along Main Street to replace sewer pipes (add thermal
pipe to trench)
> Economy-of-Scale?
• Savings at CAPEX?
• Savings at OPEX?

Thorough Migration to Heat Pumps –
Rationale for Program
> LOGIC CHAIN:
• If certain use cases of community-style projects are lower-cost than individual-building projects, and
• If utility-administered incentives are available to individual-building projects as well as to communitystyle projects, and
• If utility-administered incentives are established at magnitudes large enough to enable projects, then
• Why should any community-style project need-and-merit a supplemental incentive from this solicitation?

> Because certain use cases of community-style projects are lower-cost “in
theory” however
• The initial batch of pioneering projects face “early-stage” unknown risks (costs) that subsequent projects
will not face, and
• Seed funding can entice early adopters to brave the risks and create/share local-conditions-experiencebased learning, and
• Actual experience is needed (sooner rather than later) in order to unlock “actual” lower costs, therefore
• Unlocking actual lower costs will be key to accelerating the market to scale!

The Second Mouse Gets The Cheese

Experience-based Learning intending to benefit
Everyone -- Examples
> Thermal pipe co-located in a trench with potable water pipe
• Establish a family of template designs to satisfy NYS DOH set-off distances
while minimizing cost
> Retrofit a campus to transition from steam loop to ambient water loop
• Pioneer methods to minimize costs of managing two systems during build-out
and cut-over
> Diversity of loads across member buildings
• Pioneer methods to discover clusters with exceptionally-flattened load profiles
> Complementary low-carbon thermal technologies
• Establish a family of template designs for equipment and dispatch of multisource heat pumps with solar thermal and thermal storage to meet entire
thermal needs at low-carbon while minimizing cost

Philosophy for Long-term Involvement with the
Marketplace

Find a
Hurdle

Fix the
Hurdle*

* As opposed to perpetually subsidizing market actors to
tolerate the hurdle

Best markets are those that do not rely on subsidies and therefore
growth is not artificially capped by the magnitude and availability of a
budget for an incentive program

Solicitation Format

Solicitation
> Four categories (Scoping Studies, Detailed Design Studies, Construction, Best Practices
Guidebooks)
• Each category is competitive, with specific proposal requirements and evaluation
criteria
• All categories will have same proposal due dates (once each quarter throughout
2021 & 2022)
> Objective: Discover competitive advantages of various Community configurations that
can propel growth-to-scale, unpack the unknown-unknowns particular to NYS/NYC
• Gain insights of use cases where Community approach is clearly better than
Individual Building approach throughout project’s entire lifecycle (CAPEX + OPEX)
• Gain insights of business models that lead to successful deployment of Community
projects
• Gain insights regarding regulatory constraints that must be addressed to unlock
growth of Community-style projects

Solicitation -- as currently envisioned (still subject
to change)
Available Budget is $15 Million
LOGIC-CHAIN:
Very high hurdle
at Category C to
explain why
routinelyavailable
existing
incentives are
currently
insufficient, and
how the project
will facilitate
subsequent
projects
becoming more
cost-effective

Community Thermal -versus- District Energy -we are open to either
> Hypothetically, synergies with concurrent implementation of Energy Efficiency (load
reduction, load shaping) and On-site Renewable Generation can improve value
proposition and financeability
• Not just cross-subsidization
• Not just for the sake of inducing a Trophy Project
> Perhaps we will receive proposals that bundle Community Thermal with local electric
supply such as microgrids into District Energy
• There might be some teams that are comfortable with all these technologies and
their integration
> Perhaps proposers will seek to contain risk/isolate one variable and only address
Community Thermal
• Eddie Murphy’s character Akeem in the movie Coming To America “He who would
learn to fly one day must first learn to stand and walk. One cannot fly into flying.
That is not mine, that is Nietzsche’s.”

Eligible Beneficiaries (end-user customers in
New York State)
> End-users must pay the System Benefits Charge (SBC) on their electric bill at
the host site locations where the benefits will occur
• Typically, host sites pay SBC if they are direct customers of an investorowned utility (ConEd, O&R, CHG&E, NationalGrid, NYSEG/Avangrid,
RG&E/Avangrid)
• Customers in Long Island (electric customers of PSEG-LI) don’t pay SBC
> Some end users are partial-service or full-service electric customers of NYPA
(directly, or thru a Muni)
• Full-service customers of NYPA typically don’t pay SBC
• Partial-service customers of NYPA might pay SBC on their supplemental
electricity if delivered by an investor-owned utility
> Solution Providers can be located anywhere (can be eligible to be the leader
or a member of a project team even if the Solution Provider doesn’t pay SBC)

Timeline
> September 25th: Circulated draft solicitation to stakeholders for vetting
> October 20th: Conduct webinar to explain draft solicitation, emphasize invitation for feedback
> November 6th: Feedback received by COB will be given thoughtful consideration
> Late-November: Issue solicitation
> December: Outreach blitz upon issuance of the solicitation
> Recurring: Continuous and Episodic -- connecting prospective customers with solution
providers
• Example: Opt-in List of Solution Providers nyserda.ny.gov/district-thermal-systems
• Example: Virtual Expos?
> Proposal deadlines: 2021Q1, 2021Q2, 2021Q3, 2021Q4, 2022Q1, 2022Q2, 2022Q3,
2022Q4

Timeline upon Receipt of a Batch of Proposals
at any given Due Date
> Due Date (TimeZero): Batch of proposals received
> TimeZero+16Weeks: NYSERDA expects to notify proposers in approximately
sixteen (16) weeks from the proposal due date whether your proposal has been
selected to receive an award
• NYSERDA will then promptly begin negotiation of awards with those who
are selected
• Those who are not selected can seek a debriefing from NYSERDA and can
weigh whether to revamp proposal and re-propose at a subsequent due
date
> Note that due dates will occur quarterly (thus roughly TimeZero+3Months,
TimeZero+6Months, etc)
• Do not expect results of NYSERDA review/debriefings to occur before
TimeZero+3Months

NYSERDA’s Sequence for Reviewing a Batch
of Proposals
At NYSERDA’s discretion, the
Proposer may be invited to
answer clarifying questions

Proposals
Received

Eligibility
Criteria
(pass/fail)

Preference
Criteria
(high/low)

Program
Policy
Factors

Negotiate
Awards

Awarding of Contracts to
Winners

Awarding of Contracts
> Milestone-based disbursement of NYSERDA funds

• NYSERDA doesn’t provide any funds upfront – the project team does some work and then sends an
invoice to NYSERDA seeking a lump payment – then the project team does some more work and then
sends another invoice to NYSERDA seeking another lump

> Deliverables associated with Milestones

• Proposer suggests (and NYSERDA then negotiates) the project statement of work, budget, and timeline,
including a series of milestones (deliverables, and budget fraction, at each milestone)
• Solicitation specifies the minimum content of a project final report as a deliverable for each different
category of project

> Limitations

• The statement of work and budget shall exclude any work undertaken prior to an award
• The number of concurrently-open contracts that any entity can be involved with (either as the prime
proposer or otherwise as a member of the project team) shall be limited:
 No more than five (5) concurrently-open Scoping Studies (Category A)
 No more than two (2) concurrently-open Detailed Design Studies (Category B)
 No more than one (1) concurrently-open Construction/Implementation Project (Category C)
 No more than two (2) concurrently-open Market Potential Studies/Best Practices Guidebooks
(Category D)

How and When to
provide Feedback to
NYSERDA

Feedback – please review draft solicitation at
nyserda.ny.gov/district-thermal-systems
> Send email to Dana Levy
• Dana.Levy@nyserda.ny.gov
> Telephone call with Dana Levy
• (518) 862-1090 x3377
> Feedback received by COB Friday November 6th will be given
thoughtful consideration

Aspects of Solicitation where your Feedback would be
Most Helpful

(you are also invited to provide feedback on any other aspect)
> Instructions regarding Components of a full-and-complete Proposal
• Indication why the Community is likely to be better than the Individual
Building configuration
> Eligibility Criteria (pass/fail), and Evaluation Criteria (preferences)
• Competency of the proposing team
• Program Policy Factors (geographic distribution, LMI/EJ, etc)
• Particularly for Category C “Construction/Implementation Projects”
NYSERDA seeks trailblazing features which will provide “extra/specific”
benefit to the entire marketplace above-and-beyond the generic benefit of
“gaining experience” that practically any other project would also deliver
> Deliverables
• Content of Final Report (questions to be answered)

Q&A

Contacts – please review draft solicitation at
nyserda.ny.gov/district-thermal-systems
Donovan Gordon
(212) 971-5342 x3119 Donovan.Gordon@nyserda.ny.gov
Dana Levy
(518) 862-1090 x3377 Dana.Levy@nyserda.ny.gov
Andre Davis
(212) 971-5342 x3078 Andre.Davis@nyserda.ny.gov

NY Green Bank, A
Division of NYSERDA
Caroline Dunn
NYGB Investment and Portfolio Management Associate
caroline.dunn@greenbank.ny.gov

NY Green Bank:
Financing Electrification

Financing options to support community &
district heat pump systems
October 2020 | Caroline Dunn, Associate

NY Green Bank Accelerates Clean Energy
Project Deployment in NYS
Mission:
To accelerate clean energy
deployment in New York
by working in collaboration
with the private sector to
transform financing markets

> What: A $1 billion State-sponsored
investment fund that is a division of
NYSERDA
> Why: To alleviate financing gaps in New
York’s clean energy markets and create a
cleaner, more resilient and affordable energy
system
> How: By mobilizing greater private sector
activity to increase the availability of capital
for clean energy projects
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Role in Advancing NYS Climate Goals
Climate Leadership & Community Protection Act:
Governor Andrew M. Cuomo’s new framework for
decreasing GHG emissions, increasing renewable
electricity, and improving energy efficiency for all New
Yorkers

40%

Reduction in
emissions by 2030

> + 9,000 MW of offshore wind by 2035

70%

Renewable
electricity by 2030

100%

Zero-carbon
electricity by 2040

> + 6,000 MW of distributed solar by 2025
> + 3,000 MW of energy storage by 2030
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Role in Overcoming Financing Barriers
BARRIER

NY GREEN BANK SOLUTION

LIMITED NUMBER OF FINANCING
PARTNERS

Be a first-mover to build market scale and
standardization attracting private capital to the sector

UNFAMILIARITY WITH ASSET CLASS

Build upon experience financing electrification
projects and leverage expertise of NYSERDA
colleagues

PERCIEVED UNCERTAINTY OF REVENUE
STREAMS

Consider all types of electrification revenue contracts
and incentive payments

SMALL TRANSACTION SIZE

Participate in portfolios of small to mid-sized
transactions

MINIMAL STANDARDIZATION

Be solution oriented in finding credit worthy
approaches to financing electrification projects with
limited transactional precedent
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When to Engage with NY Green Bank
ASSET FINANCING STAGE

Research &
Development

Prototype;
Pilot;
Demonstration

Commerciali zation

Proven
Technology
(Scalable
Deployment)

Proven
Technology
(Mature
Deployment)

NY Green Bank engages with counterparties at
the commercial deployment stage
43

Pipeline & Portfolio Highlights
> Nearly $1.04 billion in overall
investments to date as of June
30, 2020

Technology Distribution of Active Pipeline

> Investments support clean energy
projects with total project costs
between $2.3 and $2.9 billion
> $93.1 million in cumulative revenues
generated since inception

44

Investment Strategy
> Executing structured, project finance transactions
• A typical NY Green Bank transaction size ranges from $5 – 50 million

> Due diligence process similar to a commercial bank
• All third party engineering, technical, and legal transaction costs are borne by the Sponsor

> Structuring transactions on market terms to attract private capital investment

45

Primary Investment Criteria
To be a fit for NY Green Bank’s mandate, an investment must meet criteria below:
1. Demonstrate GHG reductions
2. Demonstrate how the transaction contributes to market transformation
- Mobilization of private capital
- Additionality in proposed investments
3. Be economically and technically feasible, and provide financial returns to NY Green Bank
- Please note, NY Green Bank does not offer concessionary/subsidized capital
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Potential Roles in Project Finance
Transactions
Senior Secured
Project-Level

> NY Green Bank can invest at any level of
the capital structure of a project
> Directly invests in projects and/or
portfolios of clean energy assets rather
than in companies

Long-term

Subordinated
Backleverage

> Can invest in multiple tranches of same
project (For example, senior secured and
term loan B in the same deal)

Debt

Capital
Equity
Credit
Enhancement

Construction
Short-term

Warehouse /
Aggregation

Project-level
Preferred

Bridge /
Mezzanine

Project-level
Common
47

Select Counterparties to Date

16

DEVELOPER
S

37

CO-LENDERS

48
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NY Green Bank
Financing Approach

Electrification Investment Approach
General Approach
> Apply standard project finance approaches to residential and C&I electrification portfolios
• Aggregation and warehousing credit facilities with a borrowing base methodology
• Portfolio value based on expected cash flows from customer agreements
• NY Green Bank has implemented this approach with several developers to date
NYSERDA Clean Heating & Cooling Incentive Financing Approach
> NY Green Bank currently provides financing against NYSERDA performance-based payments for other
asset classes by applying an advance rate to the incentive amount
> Similar approach can be applied to NYSERDA’s Clean Heating & Cooling incentive payments

50

Indicative Financing Structure


Sponsor originates customer contracts and
installs projects



Borrower acquires eligible projects from
Sponsor using NY Green Bank loan
proceeds





Project revenues, including customer and
incentive payments, are used to pay debt
service to NY Green Bank in accordance
with a borrowing base
If distribution requirements are satisfied,
remaining cash is distributed to Sponsor

Sponsor
Asset
Sale
Project
Origination &
Installation

Sponsor
Distributions

Borrower

(newly formed
SPV)
Customer &
Incentive
Payments

Eligible
Projects

Loan
Debt Service
Payments

Lender:
NYGB

NYSERDA
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NY Green Bank
Investment Process

First Step to Engage with NY Green Bank
Call or email NY Green Bank to arrange a meeting
to discuss your business model and how we could
potentially work with you.
> Prior to formal engagement, an investment proposal
must be submitted under an ongoing solicitation
> The main tier solicitation is RFP 1: Financing for
Clean Energy Projects, however other targeted
solicitations are available online here

Information to include in a proposal:
• Summary of Project/Portfolio
• Transaction Credit, Financial,
Technical & Risk/Return
Considerations
• Financing Model & Contractual
Arrangements
• Technical Considerations
• Expected Clean Energy Outcomes
& Ongoing Tracking/Reporting
Capability
• Qualifications & Experience
53

Working with NY Green Bank
Scoring Committee

Credit
Approval
Process

 Screening Process
 1 - 2 weeks from proposal
submission

Greenlight Committee

 Initial Diligence
 1 - 3 months from proposal
submission

Investment & Risk
Committee

 Final Approval
 1 - 3 months from proposal
submission

Please note: estimated timing varies on counterparty readiness and project development
(including availability of diligence materials listed on next slide)
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Indicative List of Diligence Requests
NYGB is structured and operates like other commercial financing entities,
and this is reflected throughout its investment process including due
diligence, structuring, negotiating and pricing
> Detailed pipeline and portfolio description
> Financial model
> Customer application and approval process,
including underwriting criteria
> Contracts
• Customer agreement
• Equipment supply contracts
• Construction/installation/O&M/subcontractor
agreements
• Third-party financial servicing agreements
• Insurance policies

> Technical details

• Performance data for all completed projects to
date
• List of equipment manufacturers, providers,
installers
• Equipment warranty information
• Retention of outside legal council & engineering
firms

> Company information
•
•
•
•

Financial statements for last 3 years
Capitalization and capital raising plans
Organization chart & management team bios
Customer acquisition & management strategy
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Contact NY Green Bank
> Sign up for our mailing list for periodic updates
on our website here
> All additional information is available on the
website, including all RFI and RFP opportunities:
www.greenbank.ny.gov
> Follow us on social media:
@ny-green-bank

#nygreenbank

Address:
1359 Broadway
19th Floor
New York, NY 10018
T: (212) 379-6260
E:info@greenbank.ny.gov
www.greenbank.ny.gov
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Contact us at info@greenbank.ny.gov
to discuss potential investment ideas

NY Green Bank | 1359 Broadway, 19th Floor New York, NY 10018 | (212) 379-6260 |
greenbank.ny.gov
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Thank You!
Questions? Contact IDEA at idea@districtenergy.org or call + 1-508-366-9339
Check out both upcoming and streaming IDEA Webinars & Training
https://www.districtenergy.org/events/webinars

www.districtenergy.org

